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Dear Alemayehu:
To address three questions listed in this correspondence:
FCC ID A4RGLU0G, test data referencing to the parent FCC ID: A4RG8V0G was approved in the manufacturer KDB
inquiry as documented in the MPAG filing. Both FCC does not support non-contiguous ULCA modes for NR n77 band,
therefore there is no simultaneous transmission in 3450-3550MHz and 3700-3980MHz.
The exhibit “A4RGLU0G spot check evaluation” contains the spot check result on each band including the concerned
3450-3550MHz 3700-3980MHz range, RSE test was performed against the emission limit in CFR 27.53(n)(2) and CFR
27.53(l)(2) to justify compliance

1. 47 CFR 27.53(n)(2) / Part27Q
For mobile operations in the 3450-3550 MHz band, the conducted power of any emission outside the licensee's
authorized bandwidth shall not exceed -13 dBm/MHz
ANS: As indicated in the parent test report (FCC ID:A4RG8V0G) uploaded in this TC confirmation number, Test report
description / A4RG8V0U TestRpt PCE Sub6 27Q 1. n77 in 3450-3550 MHz band was individually tested.
2. 47 CFR 27.53(l)(2)/Part 27O
For mobile operations in the 3700-3980 MHz band, the conducted power of any emission outside the licensee's
authorized bandwidth shall not exceed -13 dBm/MHz
ANS: As indicated in the parent test report (FCC ID:A4RG8V0G) uploaded in this TC confirmation number, Test report
description / A4RG8V0U TestRpt PCE Sub6 27O 1. n77 in 3700-3980 MHz band was individually tested.
3. 47 CFR 2.947(f)
A composite system is a system that incorporates different devices contained either in a single enclosure or in separate
enclosures connected by wire or cable. If the individual devices in a composite system are subject to different technical
standards, each such device must comply with its specific standards. In no event may the measured emissions of the
composite system exceed the highest level permitted for an individual component.
Testing for compliance with the different standards shall be performed with all of the devices in the system functioning. If
the composite system incorporates more than one antenna or other radiating source and these radiating sources are
designed to emit at the same time, measurements of conducted and radiated emissions shall be performed with all
radiating sources that are to be employed emitting.
ANS: Both FCC does not support non-contiguous ULCA modes for NR n77 band, therefore there is no simultaneous
transmission in 3450-3550MHz and 3700-3980MHz.
In addition, spot check test report uploaded in this TC confirmation no with file description / A4RGLUoG spot check
evaluation, page 7 of 9 included n77 spot result by comparing to the parent FCC ID:A4RG8V0G.
If you have any question, please feel free to contact us.
Best Regards
Mike Kuo / Sporton International (USA) Inc.
P.S. since we received two correspondence numbers with identical questions, above replies will be the same in other
correspondence number.
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